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Diacritical ambiguity and markup

Dino Buzzetti

1. Adequacy of digital editions

The procluction of an edition in database form has recommended itself as a

suitabìe solution {or Gentile da Cingoli's Commentary to Porfiry's Isagoge

(BuzzeItì1995:745-54), a text written for didactic purposes at the University of

Arts and Medicine in Bologna at around the turn of the thirteenth century

(B'.rzzetti and Tabarront; Buzzetti et nl. 1992). All the examples of subsequent

works of the same kind taken into consideration are characterized by a form of

textual tradition that can be described as noticeably'fluicl', for reasons that

apparentlv depend on the concrete forms of scholastic teaching practice. These

very reasons in themselves make it historically preferable to reproduce the

whole textual tradition than to reconstruct one sing;le, improbable, authentic

version of the text. Just as it is totallv legitimate to say that the diffusion of

certain doctrines was the outcome of the production of relevant texts, so it may

equally well be maintained that the very form in which such texts were handed

down was the outcome of their effective use in classroom teaching (Buzzetli

1997:465). Tl.re choice of an edition in database form was therefore suggestecl

by the need to obtain a form of representation suitable for textual traditions of

a noticeably 'fluid' tvpe (Buzzetti and Rehbein: 14-39). Generally speaking, it

can be argued that only the analytical needs of research may provide, besides

its heuristic motivations, the criterin of adequacy suitable to any possible digital

representation of the text. A digital edition can only be wholly justified if it is

capable of providing viable solutions to problems that can poorly be faced in

any other way (Buzzetti 1999:130).

2. Sfructure of information

In the case under consideration, a database not only provides an archive

edition of all the existing witnesses of a certain textual tradition, but also

organizes them within a coherent system of structured information that may

afford precise answers to specific analvticai needs. Similarly, inserting the

digital images of the manuscripts offers not onlv a physical reproduction of the

originals, which is pleasing to the eye, trut also a different tvpe of logical



representation of the textual information, which may be processed by means of

appropriate automatic procedures. Each specific form of representation of the

original reproduces the iilormation containecl in the document as in-forrnntion

structured in difierent ways, which make it possible to carry out different

analytical operations as required by each particular case.

The image of a document, for example, does not m"rke its diplomatic

transcription superfluous. The graphic information conveyed by an image is not

the textual information conveyed bv a transcription. Different ways of

representing information afford different tvpes of processing. A cligital image

(bitmap) mav be considered a binarv transcription of its visual content, and

arllows its graphic elements to be anall'sed. A diplomatic transcription explicitll'

represents some structural elements of the document and supports analytical

procedures operating on these elements. Each clistinct form of transcription may

be considered a distinct form of analysis (Btzzetti 1995: 145-8). Each form of

transcription picks out clifferent structural elernents, enabling different forms of

analysis to be applied. Generally speaking, the possibilitv of applying certain

analytical procedures depends on the r.r'ary in which the infonnation is organized

by the form and structure of its representation.

For different reasons, both a philologicaÌ reconstruction and a literary

interpretation of textu.rl production require non-linenr structrrrnl representations

of the text. A critical reconstruction of the text operates on the stratifications

.rnd multiplicitv of the variant reerclings hanclecl clolvn in the course of its

material transmission. The interpretation of any given eclition of a text operates

on the different ways in which its content can be understoocl and on the variety

of its possible structural reconstructions A philologist may reduce the variety

of different linear textual readings to one single, complex, structural

representation, where-as a literary critic mat- disclose a complex, non-linear

whole of different structural interprret"rtions of its content frorn one single linearr

representation oi a text (Btzzetti 1.996a:87-9; Btzz,etti 1996b:225). Onlv a non-

linear organization of the inJormation can answer the analytical needs of

textual and literary criticism (B:uzzetti and Rehbein: 36-7). As highty abstract as

it may be, this generalization is no less ..r basic and necessarr, condition of the

arlecluacy of a cìigital representation of the text.

However, a philoiogist is concernecl with variarrt reardings, that is to sair

with structural eler-uents of the erpresslorr of the texi, while a literary critic deals

with interpretative variants, that is to szrv with structural elements of its content.

It is, therefore, necessary to consider how the structure assigned to the

expression of a text can be related to the structure assigned to its content.
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3. Processing structured information

The functionality of the digital representation of a text depends on the structure

assigned to the information and on the operations that may be applied to it.

Textual information is represented by means of linear sequences (or strings) of

characters codified in binary form. Markup, that is to say the insertion of

markers (or tags), makes it possible to assigrr a structure to the representation

of the text (Raymoncl et al. 1992: 1-4), distinguishing different parts with

clifferent functions in the stream oi codified characters; in their turn, the

constituents of textuaì information may be organized in a datsbase that

describes and analyses their structural relationships. The structure assigned to

the textual information, represented by the sequence of codified characters,

will depend on the markup system. The operations that can be carried out on

the elements of such a structure will depend on the database management

system (DBMS). In order to verify the adequacy of a digital edition it is,

therefore, necessary to consider how the markup svstem and the database

management system are related to the digital representation of the text.

By necessitv, markup must act on the expression of the text, while a

database must proceed, by necessitv too, quite ìnclependently of it, if it is to

apply a totaily formal and abstract operational model to the constituents of the

content of the text. Herrce it is necessary to avoid any discrepancy between the

structure of the content and the structure of the digital expression of the text. In

tlrer words, the semantic model of the content of the text must be applicable to

the syntactic structure of its linear representation

This prerequisite is not normally sartisfied by markup systems that conform

to SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language). The formal grammar that

regulates the use of tags admits only a sequential segmentation of the text;

moreover, it admits orrly a hierarchv of rel"rtionships of subordination of its

various elements to more comprehensive units, which are in their turn ordered

in succession; thus it basicaiil, makes it possible to represent the structure of the

text only as a hierarchical tree structure, whose elements, like the nodes

subsuming them, are ordered in a linear way. For example, in a poem it is not

possible to represent at the same time a segmentation by lines and a

segmentation bv enunciations or other granrmatical constructions that rnay

extend beyond the line itself: the syntax of an SGMl--conformant system cloes

not allo'rv one to mark the several structural elements of an enjambement in a

straightforward way, necessitating circuitous ad hoc solutiorrs. In addition to

such lin-ritations in expressive power, there is a further peculiarity with much

more serious ancì comp-:romising consequences. SCML systems assume as a

constraint language, i.e. as a formal language defining operational restrictions

on the elements of the textual structure, the context-free grammar clefined by
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the DTD (Docurnent T1'pe Definition) of the SGML document, that is the fonnal

syntax that regulates the use of its tags (Sperberg-McQueen and Huitfeldt
1999:-30). Thus, the restrictions placed on the sl.ntax are, for no good reason,
extencled to the semantics by default: the need to assign only linear and
hierarchical relationships to the structure of the expression leatls to the inatrility

to operate on the non-linear relationships of the structure of the content.
Documents in sGML format may avail themselr.es of automtrtic procedures to
check syntactìc congruence, but clo not make it possible to define operational
procedures that can be applied to non-linear textual relationships (Sperberg-

McQueen and Huitfeldt 1999: 41).

4. Markup and the structure of expression

What is the relationship between the structure of the expression and the
structure of the content? What connecticrr-r is there betn'een the syntax ancl the
semantics of the digital representation of the text? The analysis of the formal

status of markup and of a database in relation to the digital form of the text
makes it possìble to outline a semiotics of its urachirre-readzrble representation

and to establish the first elements of a thrcry of the digitnl text.

Markup is essentially notational (Buzzetti7999:146) and acts directly on the
expression of the text; incleed, it mav be considered a part of the very
expression of the text, with respect to rvhich it carries oui a prop.rer dialitical
function. Markup is'simultaneously embedded and seperable' from the text; it
assigns a structure to the expression of the text and is itself a structure

belonging to the text (Raymond e t al. 1992:1-4). Like punctuation or any other
dìacritical sign, it can be considerecl a metalinguistic clescription of the
structure of the text, or an extension of the writing system itself, which makes
it possible to render explicit those characteristics of the text that n'ould

othenvise be implicit. Markup can therefore be considered, respectively, as a
tbrm of metalinguistic notation or as an extension of the expressive resources

of the objectlanguage, i.e. of the verv language constituting the text. Assumrng
the trvo different forms of notation to be effectir,'ely equivalent, one can
conclude that markup is endowec'l wtt]n a self-rqflerioc function in relation to the
text, and that it can be considered, respectivelr', an extetrsion of the expression
that makes its structure and rules of use entirely explicit, or an external form of
refererrce to its functional and structural features. In the one case, the logical
form of the language constituting the text must include forms of predication of
the second orcler, that is forms of expre-ssion caprable of representing structural
aspects of its very working; in the other, the representation of its structural
features is kept separate from the text, ancl a clifferent l.rnguage is used in order
to be able to describe them.
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The essentiallv notational nature of r-narkup, furthermore, does not lrrcvent it

from representing structural fe-atures of both the content and the expression of

the text. Hon,ever, it is important to bear in mintl hou' a form of representation

necessarih'connected r,r'ith the structure of the expression of the text c.r-t clcscribe

structuraì features of tl-re text that belong to its ccrrtent antl r'vl-rich clo not

generallv depend on the structure of its expression. ln fact, clue to its very nature

as a basicallv notational s)'sterì1, rnarkup necess.rrily assiglls a structure to thr.

expression of the text even r,r'hen it refers to structural features of its content.

5. Structure of content and database

A structural representation of the content of the text, inclepenrlent of the

structure of its expressiorr, ma\', on the otÌrer hancl, trlso be obtainecl br- rleans

of a database. A dartabase is norrn.rlly useLì cìs a form of abstract reprcsentation

of our'knowledge about the rvorld'  (Golt lschlager alrcl  Lister: 2.1,9). I t  can,

therefore, be taken as a structural and al-rstract clescription of the specific

contents spoken about in tìre text; in short, as a structllral nrttdcl of its contcnt-

A database does not r.lirectly take into consideration the expressic'rn of the text

and its structure. What addresses itself prirnarìl1, to the expression of a

document is markup; it is markup that expresses the abstlact structural form of

its format. A database, in corrtrast, does not take into consicleration tlrt fomr.rl

structure oi the representation of data, but describes the formal structure of its

semantics (Raymond et nl. 2004:3-6). ln other worcìs, mtrrkup provicles an

abstract representation of the s)'ntactic stt'ucture, or the fomrat of c1ata, u'here;rs

a database provides an abstract representation of the semantic structure, or the

model of data, and implements a formalism operating on i t  (Jolobof f :75-6).I f

we refer, as in our case, to data sets comprrissfl of seguences of coc-lifiecl

characters, that is to a digital re1rresentation of textual information, it is possible

to say that markup exhibits the abstract structule of the expression of the text

ancl makes it explicit, rvhereas a database provirles tl-re rnoclel, or abstract

representation, of the structure of its content.

It is, therefore, clear that the model of the text provicìec1 bv a clatabase is not

affected by restrictions depending on the linear structure of ìts refrresentation.

A database.ur ro-"h.''*. be consiclered as a sc)rt of deep, esscntiallr.' trtnt-lirtcnr

structure, from wìrich the linear, or surface, structure of tl-re text ffia_y f"

gerrerated (Buzzetti 1999:147-8).ln c'rrder to ensure functionalitv .rclequatc tcr

the digital representation of a text, it is necessary to avoid anv cc'rnstraint or

mutual clependencl' betrt'een the fortn of thc stl'uctural representation of the-

content and the form of the structural representation of the exprcssior-r of the

text. The rnarkup system must be capable- of projecting the structure of thc

content, whicl-r is not necessarily lìnear, onto the Ìinear structure oi the.



expression, . ìnd the database managemerrt system must be capable of

providing trn operertional model that could suitably associate the linear

expression of the text with the formal representation of the several, and not

necessariiv linear, structural relartionships sP its content. The congrtrcttcc

between the linear structural properties of the expression and the structural

properties of the content canuot be ensured, in gener al, bv strongl_v e.rnbedtled

forms of markup, that is to say markup systems in which 'the position' of the

tags 'in the c-lata is information bearing' (Ravmoncì et nl. 7992:3-4). Markup

systems based on SCML clo not nonnallv szltisfv this conclition.

Is it, then, possible to describe in some way the structural relationship

betn'eerr the form of thc- expression and the form of the content of a text?

6. Instability and structural compensation

There is a fortn of corr4tensntitul between the. structure of the expression and the

stttrcture of the content of a text (Brtz,zetti 1999:1511i.). For a given expression it

is possible to assign different interpretations and contents, and different

expressions of the text maì' corresponcl to a gir.en interpretation and a given

content. The fixity and ìnvariance of the expression (or the content) reciprocally

entaìl the variance anrl the incletermiuacy of the corrtent (or the expression). To

put it briefli', there rnay be different ways of understandir.rg what is said and

different wavs of saying what is meant. The ecluivalerrce of clifferent slnont/mous

etltrcssions presuplroses tl're iclentitv of the same ir-rterprretive content, anc-i,

conversely/ the compatibilitv of different interpretive conients calls for the

identitr. of the same poh/sernic ctpressilll. Hence, the variation r.rnge of the content

is constrained by the iclentitv of the expression, ancì the variation range of the

expression is constrained by the identity of the content. The int.leterminacy of this

relationship confers mobilitv ancl t-lr.namism to tcxtual stnlctures, which rnay

become stable as definite structural forms either of the expressiorr or of the

content, and rna\', reciproc.-ìll1,, cletermine thc instabilitl. either of thE

corresponding content or of the corresponc-ling expression. Consequerrtly, the set

of intc-rnal relationships betwe-en the constituent parts of the text remains mostlv

implicit, ancl the structure oi the text rnav be rlefined as the'set of latent relations'

among its strrrcturaÌ c-lements (Segre and Kemeny 1988: 44).

The cìynarnic processes of a text are of a holistic nature. ln the relationship of

compensatiorr between determinacv and indeterminarcy, diversity applies to the

parts and identitv to the whole. It is the whole expression of the text that refers,

polysemicallv, to its different interpretations, ancl the different expressions that

describe the content of the text refer, synont'mically, to the r,r'hole. Hence, the

expression in its entirety is compratible n,ith t'lifferent types of anall'sis and u'ith

different collocations of the parts of the model, just as the model, in its entirety,
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is compatible with different divisions of the structure of the expression ancl
different rearangements of its p;rrts. what invariably comes into plav is the
relationship between the parts and the uiltole, although each and every time what is
assumed as a definite whole identical to itself is the content or the expression of
the text, and what is respectivelv assumed to be an indeterminate skuctural
partitioning of the rvhole is the set of its textual variants or ihe set of its
interpretative variants. Thus, the parts of the text in which the phenornena of
dynamic instability are to be found, that is its criticnl zorLes, are to be sought
respectively in those structural forms of the expression ancl the content where a
determined relationship between the lr,hole ancl its parts comes about. The areas
where the rulcs of the structural partitioning of the u'hole operate and are clirectly
applied rnay be considered critical zones of the text. In the case of expression, the
critical zone, the area of instability and indeterminacy, is to be sought in that
portion of the object-language which conveys self-reflexive information about its
own structure. In the case of content, the critical zone is to be looked for in the set
of complex structural relationships that the operational rules determine arìong
the constituent elements of the model.

with respect to the elements of the structure they cìefine, rules have an
ambivalent position. They set up the relationship of the single elernents u,iih
the whole system, but thev can be expressed in different ways and their status
is basically ambiguous. In the case of expression, they can be expressed either
metalinguistically, or through second-order objectJanguage assertions; in the
case of content, they can be expressed either as a specification of higher-orcler
structural components and of the complex structural relationships thev
establish among the eiements of the model, or as constraints and restrictions
applied to the operations they define on such elements. The different ways of
expressing the rules are equivalent and alternative .rnd determine the place
where the antbiguity of the structure becomes explicit. The structural relations
of compensation between the parts and the whole of the two subsvstems,
expression and content, that make up the text in its entirety depend on the rules
that define the structure of the text and on their operational constraints. It is,
therefore, the expression of these rules and of their operational constraints that

Lrroduces phenomena of structural instabilitv and of clynarnic ambivalence of
the text. The compensatory relationships betn'een the determinacy ancl
indeterminacy of the structure of the expression and of the content of the text
and the formal relationships between their abstract representations, consisting
respectively in the rnarkup system applied to the expression and in the
ciatabase management system that descritres its content, are hence defined by
the alternative formulations of their respective rules of structural organization.

The primary distinction between expression and content is itself the result
of an analysis of the unity wl'rich constitutes the text in its entirety. The
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structural instabilitv of the representation of the text is the iurmediaie outcomc-

of this distinction. Expression ancl content constitute ttvo stLbsystertrs of the

l,r,'hole textual sr.stem; but once considered as separate units, they constitute

two ne14, distinct anc'l relatccì i.r,'holes. By analvsing the expression, we

determine its structure in relatiorr to its integral whole. However, several ways

of analvsing its content correspotrcl to an1' given and self-identical structure of

the expression. By equating thc ìdentity of the text r.t,ith the partial unit

subsisting in mere expression, the other partial unit subsisting in its content

remains indeterminate. A svmmetrical anrl  similar phenomenon cornes about

by equating the identitl, of the text r,r.ith the other partiaÌ unit subsisting in its

content. The phenomena of instability and incleterminacy oi the structure of the

text cotne about when n'e rec'luce the intecral identity of the text to the identity

of one of its tu.o partial subunits.

7. Formal representation of the structure of the text

Tlrefornrs of the.fbnrtal rcTtrcsentnti t tr t  of thestructureof thetlvopart i ;r lsubunits

can be constituted respectivelv b1, the markup of the expression and by the

model of the content. fhe structural relationship betr,r'een expression aud

content can thus be represerrtecl by the relationship between the n-rarkup

svstem applied to the expression and bv the clatabase rnana€iement system that

providt's a model of its content. The structural inde.terminacr, of the expressiou

shor,r's itself in the set of rules of the markup system trnd in its degree of

freedom. The structural indeterminacv of the content shon s itself iu the set of

operatiolral mles of the database lììanagell'ìent sJ,'stem and in its dc-grees of

freedorn, that is to say in the intrinsic por,r,er of the formtrlism applied to the

structural elements of the moclel.

A represcntation of the structural relationshiprs among the ele.ments that

constitute the content ol the text, that is to say an expression of the results of

the operirtions applied to such elements, mav be obtained through different

rules oJ l i trcarizntion.ln this wa1', i t  is possible to obtain several descript ions, or

representations, of the internal relations of the whole of the content. Likewise,

wc' could assign different logicnl fctnns tt't.ì single lirrear representation of the

content of the text by mc.ans of different n-rarkup schemes. lt is thus possible to

obtain several nrodels of the internal relations of the whole of the expressron.

That which expresses the internal relurtions of the whole of tl-re expression

can in turn be considerecl part of the expression, or somethìng separate and

external to it. Likewise, the rules governing the operations applic;rble to tìre

elements that constitute the content of the text nrav either be described and

defined outside the moclel, or mav be represented tlirectly within the model by

specifvir'ìg all the elements of the dornain and co-cìomain that thev respectivell'
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correlate. This anrhittalence in the forms of representation of the rules of

structural articulation within the two subunits that constitute the text makes it

possible to convert interpretative variants into textual variants, and vice versa.

The formal representation of tl-re internal structure of the two textual subunits

also allows the forms of compensation between the structural determinacy ancl

indeterminacy oi the text to become explicit, and affords the possibility of

analysing the processes of d1,narr,i. instability in the textual structure. Strch an

explicit representation can be obtained thanks to the verv specific nature of the

digital rtVresentatiort itself . The serniotic properties of the primarv meaning;ful

constituents of the expression and the content of the text do not constitute

elementarv propeYties that cannot be further anah'sgd, but thet can be

determined as a function of semiotic properties of even rnore elementarv units of

the data structures that represent thern, for example single codified characters. A

digital representation makes it possible to apply automatic and rigorous

procedures to the processing ancl analysis of the minin'ral units which make up

the more complex data structures that represent the semiotic properties of the

prirnary nreaningful constituents of the text (Samuels and McGam "1999:35). A

digital representation enabies us to lreat the causes of d1rn6pi6 instalrilitr. in a

text not as fixed and invariable clata, but as a controllat'le and analvsable result

of more elementary processes rt'hich determine the structurr. of the text and

protluce textual phenomena of higher complexity.

8. Formulation of the law of compensation

The formal representation of the structure of the expression and of the structure

of the content of the text may be constituted respectivelv by the rnarkupr of the

expression and by the dattrbase of the content. Being tied as it is to the

expression of the text, n'rarkup may be consiclered as a w.ìy of representing

explicitly in linear form complex internal relationships that are reprr-sented

explicitly in non-lir-rear form by a database tl"rat describes the content of the text.

Horv is it possible to use these formal representations of the structural subunits

of tlre text to express their laa' of conryensatiort?

The law of compensation has been presented by Jerome McGann in the

following form (McGann 1999: 81; McCann 2001: 775):

A  =  A  < = >  A = / =  A 2 2

This law expresses the paradoxical prirrciple that anv text A is not identicarl to

itself. McCann derives this law from the relationship between the identitv of

the whole ancl tl're distinction producecì bf its primarv partition, which George

Spencer-Bron'n has expressed formally bv means of the introduction of the

notion of 'form of distinction' (Spencer-Brown 1969:1) and its corresponding
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laws. Applieci to the text, Spencer-Brown's specifictrtion of the primary

partition may be providecl b,v the distinction of its primary subunits,

expression and content. The'indication' of the expression or the'indication' of

the content (ibiri.) presuppose their distinction, producecl by the primary

partition operating upon the u,hole of the text. The 'inclic.rtion' of the

expression makes it a subunit of the text identical to itself and determines its

structure. The determination ancl the identity of the expression with itself is

expressed formally by the law of iclempotence- of the expression with respect to

its representalìon - Spencer-Brown's first axiom, or'law of calling' (ibid.), and
'form of conciensation' ( ibí11..5). The' irrcl icat ion'of the content makes rt a

subunit of the text identical to itself, and determines its structure. In the same

wav, the determination and the identity of the content witl'r itself is expressed

formally by the law of iclernpotence of the content rt,ith respect to its

representation. But how can the itlcntitq of ihe text with itself, expressed as the

idempotence of its partial subunits with respect to their representation, both

depend on anrl at the same time be cancellecl b1' the prin'rary distittctiort that

t-lefines them?
It can be shown that the law of compens.rtion presupposes and implies

;rn endomorplr ism (,f  bettveen the structnt 'al  consti tuents of the text
(Buzzettt-1999: 156)

f
( A = A  < = >  A = / = A )  < = >  A - > A

This endomorphism can set up a corresponcìence of elements of the content to

elements of the expression, or conversely, of elements of the expression to

elements of the content. The compensation between expression and content is

represented bv the inuersiorr of the domain ancl co-clomain of the

endomorphism. The enclomorphism Lretu'een the structural elernents of the

text can be expressed by mzrrkup. The logical status of m"rrkup is ambivalent,

and the nntbiguity of marktrp constitutes the explicit expression of the inversion

of the endomorphism. Each of the two partial subunits, expression and content,

ploc.luced by the primary partition of the text can, as occurs, be assumed as the

domain or the co-domain oi the endomorphism. The inversion is procìucecl by

substituting distinct and equivalent forms of markup for one another, and the

process of holistic compensation ensuing from the inner dvnamics of the text

shows itself expliciily in the- oscillation betrveen the equivalence anc'l the

functional clistinctiorr of the clifferent forms of markup. I shall h'y to describe

this phenomenon of compensation in greater detail.

Markup may be considered either as a tnetnlinguistlc re.presentation of the

structure of the expression, or as a direct, self-reflexive form of representation

of tlre structure of the expression, consistitrg of second-order ohject-langrtnge
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assertions (Buzzettt 1999:152-3).In the latter case, markup assigns a second-

order logical form to the structure of the expression, while in the former it

assigns it a first-order logical form. The common reference to the integral unity

of the text taken as a whole determines the equivalence of the two different

interpretations of markup and brings about its diacriticnl ntnbiguity.In its turn,

the equiaalence of the two different interpretations of markup with respect to the

integral unitl' of the text allon's us to transfer the indeterminacy of .ne of its

partial subunits to the other. The structure of the content can be referred to the

form of the expression by means of out-ofline markup, that is a form of

metalinguistic markup indepenclent of the positìon of the tags in the sequence

of codified characters (Raymond et aL 7992: 4). This enables us to assign to the

expression of the text also non-linear and overlapping hierarchical structures.

Distinct interpretatiue LJflriants can thus be assigned to the structure of the text.

It is, however, possible to transform interpretative variants into textual oariants

by substituting other equivalent forms of markup for this kind of

metalinguistic markup.r, namely by substituting self-reflexive second-order

olrjectJanguage expressions for metalinguistic expressions. Conversely, Lry

substituting equivalent forms of metalinguistic markup for self-reflexive

second-order statements that describe the structure of the exp-rression of the text

n'ithin its own objectJanguage, it is possible to transform textual variants into

interpretative variants.

When applied to the integral unitl' of the text, the two ciifferent

interpretations of markup are in fact equivalent and make the expression of the'

structural articulation of the text and its internal relations bzrsically arnbiguous.

When applied, on the other hand, to each of the trvo partial subunits of tl're text,

the two different interpretations of markup ren'rain functionally distinct anr-1

produce the reciprocal determination and indetermination of expression and

content. This can easily be seerr. If we represent the logicnl fttrm assigned by the

markup to the expression of the text in frst-order logic, such a form can exhibit

only the strlrcture of the expression as being completely irrdependent of the

structure of the content. The formal systerì ior the treatment of a Ìogical form of

this kind may be complete, but it cannot tre categorical. If it is complete, we catì

fincl a model that satisfies all its clemonsh'abie assertions, but not all tl're models

that satisfy the demonstrable assertions of the system are isornorphic. Hence, lve

have here a case of compensation. If we determine the form of the expression

merely in relation to itsell the structure of the content is left indeterminate. On

the contrary, if we represent the Ìogical form assigned bv the markup to the

expression of the text in second-order Iogic, the formal system for the treatment of

a logical form of this kind may be categorical, but it cannot be complete. This

means that the logical form of the expression in this case also exhibits the

structure of the content, because all the models that satisfi' the demonstrable
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assertions of the systenÌ are isomorphic, even if it cannot be proved on principle

that all the demonstrable assertions of the svstem can be verified. Once agairy the

structural determination of the form of the content implies the indeterminacy of

its expre-ssion. The law of compensation betrveen the reciprocal determinacy ancl

indeternrinacy of expression and content mav therefore be formally representec-l

bt' means of the relationship between tl'reìr respective representations, that is to

saY bv means of the re.lationship between the logical form arssignecl to the text Lry

markup and the rnodel assigned to it by a clatabase. The relationship between the

logicnl .form of the expression of the text (rnarkup) ancl the model of its content

(database) can in turn lre considered an example of Spencc-r-Brown's seconcl

axiom, oÌ 'laur of crossins' (Spencer-Bror.r'n "1969 2), and of the 'form of

cancellation' (ibid.:5). For, the refererÌce of the structural articulation of one of the

two textual subunits to the structural totality of the other carncels its iclentity rt.ith

itself ancl brings about its indeterminacy. ln conclusion, then, the identity of the

text u,ith itself is posited by the primarv partition between expression ancl

content, .-rnd is cancelìec1 lrt' the crossinB from one subunit to the other, whìch

revokes the separate irìentitv of each determinate partial unit ancl reintep;rates the

inc-leterminate totalitv of the text. The text can be consiclere.d and describecl, in

brief, only as a holistic unit.

ln the light of the preceding considerations, it is clear whv forms of strongly

embeclcled markup depencl on the structure of the expression alone (in the case

of texts Plesented in SGML format, on the context-free grammars defined bv

their respective DTDs). Any attempt to pr6js61 this structure onto the form of

the content breaks the law of compensation. A context-free grammar relatecl to

expression alone is incorrectly used as a constraint language for a database

management system reìirted to the content of the text (Sperberg-McQueen and

Huitfe.lc'lt 1999: 30).

9. Towards an analysis of the structural representations
of text

As has been seen, in orcìer to understancl the phenomena of the digìtal

representation of a text, it is essential to consider those of its constituent units

that arre of an even nrclrc elementarv character either than the ultimate elements

of tl-re. logical form assigned to its expression, or the abstrtrct structural entities

constituting the model of its content . The expressit,e cntegories and the ontologicnl

cntegorit's that constitute respectivelv the b.rsis of the structr-rral articulation of

tl.re expression and the content are in their turn the result of the aggregation of

rrrcrc cLcrnerttnry cttttstituettts. Thc v"rlues of the variables of the programnring

languages that can be applied respectivelv to the structure of the expression

and the structure of the content are likewise the result of the composition of
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codified data of a more elementary nature. Markup ma1, be applied not only to

the logical meaningful units of the expression of the text but also to the single

codified characters that make them up, and the same is true for the description

of the data structures to lr,hich the oper"rtional formalism of the database

management system representing its content can be applied.

It is at this most elementary level of representation that the procedures for

the automatic processing of textual information must be applied, and it is

consequently at this basic levei that the designing principles of systems for the

representation and ecìition in digital form, or for the autornatic analvsis of texts,

should be tested. Textual and literary criticism of the ciigital text must arlso take

this path.
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